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Increased Efficiencies
Saving Time & Money!

Prior to partnering with Sierra Workforce Solutions, Evansville Vanderburgh Airport
Authority (EVAA), was using Microsoft Dynamics GP to process payroll, limiting
EVAA to only two paid-time-off codes.

Evansville Regional Airport, which is
located in southwestern Indiana and
provides hundreds of domestic and
international destinations each day via
three major legacy airlines - American
Airlines, Delta and United.

Additionally, employees were bogged down with paper time-cards that required
manual calculations and supervisors’ signatures, and they had no insight into the all
of their available banks of time off.
“Gathering the data would take us an entire day, and only then could we begin the
actual payroll process,” said Jean Stevens, director of finance and administration.
However, now partnering with Sierra Workforce Solutions, Stevens said EVAA has
taken the paper out of their payroll processes. With an electronic view of timekeeping data, EVAA can schedule employees accordingly to ensure the airport stays
open and process payroll much faster while they’re at it.

# of Employees: 50

Sierra’s TimeMaster Summit provided the solution that EVAA needed. TimeMaster
Summit is a robust time tracking system. Summit not only tracks time, but also has
an array of reporting options, various scheduling features and integrated HR and
access control modules. Paired with Sierra’s bi-directional interface known as TIA,
and you have a seamless integration with Microsoft Dynamics GP.

Clocks: Prodigy Terminals
and Employee Self Service

“Gathering the data from our paper processes was reduced from a day to only a
few minutes,” said Stevens.

Time & Attendance Software:

EVAA employs 18 safety officers who work a rotating schedule over the span of 27
days. The safety officers receive comp time after the 27-day period, and with the
help of Sierra Workforce Solutions,

Industry: Transportation

Accounting Software:
Microsoft Dynamics GP 2013

EVAA can now track comp time electronically. “We are small, but we are complex;
it used to take us at least a week to get the comp time out to our safety officers, and
now it only takes about five minutes,” said Stevens. In addition to making scheduling
easier to manage, employees have insight into their time information and are held
more accountable for what they enter into the system.
Their quest in eliminating all paper processes is well on its way and Sierra has been
a major Partner in that endeavor. “The destruction of records needs to be approved
by the state of Indiana, so the move to electronic data will make it easier for us to
report, saving us money on storage and shredding fees, while also eliminating the
risk associated with housing personal information,” said Stevens.
Sierra Workforce Solutions has made so much possible for EVAA and continues to
work with them through any time-keeping issues.
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Sierra is not just a time keeping system for us,” said Stevens.
“It has transformed our reporting and calculates benefits for
us, so that we can better serve our employees.

www.SierraWS.com

